**READ ALIKES**

**Early Elementary**
- *The Snowflake* - by Benji Davies

**Preschool**
- *Just Snow Already* - by Howard McWilliam
- *Barn in the Winter-safe and Warm on the Farm* - by Chambrae Griffith
- *Dream Snow* - by Eric Carle
- *All the Little Snowflakes* - by Cindy Jin
- *

**Toddler**
- *Millions of Snowflakes* - by Mary McKenna Siddals

**SONGS**
- “Tooty Ta” by Dr. Jean Feldman
- “Dance, Freeze, Melt” by Mr. Eric & Mr. Michael
- “Little Snowflake” Super Simple Songs

**RHYMES**

“Snowflake, Snowflake”
Snowflake, snowflake twirl around.
Snowflake, snowflake touch the ground.
Snowflake, snowflake land on my nose.
Snowflake, snowflake freeze my toes.
Snowflake, snowflake in the air.
Snowflake, snowflake everywhere!

“Animals on the Farm”
tune of Wheels on the Bus
The cows on the farm say, “Moo, moo, moo.”
“Moo, moo, moo. Moo, moo, moo.”
The cows on the farm say, “Moo, moo, moo.” All winter long!
(Subtitle other animals from the book: horse, pig, sheep and chicken)

**ACTIVITY**

- Catching Snowflakes on our Tongues:
  - See attach sheets for head and mouth shapes.
  - Add tongue, teeth, hair and other accessories.

- Enjoy and share the fun facts in the back of the book about farm animals in the winter.
Cut circles for the mouth and allow the kids to create their own tongues.

Craft idea from: https://lyndseykuster.com/